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I. INTRODUCTION 

A mobile phone is a small, resource-restricted and 
highly security-sensitive device whose fundamental goal 
is  to enable secure services for its users. These devices 
have been deployed in a large number of heterogeneous 
industries and used by a large user base. Rethinking 
permission granting in modern operating systems. 
Android become very popular because of its various 
advantages and capacities. There are many ways to get 
information or data of the use from a service on their 
mobile phone. The modern mobile systems such as 
Android, iOS design a permission-based access control 
model to protect sensitive  resources from unauthorized 

use. In this model, the accesses  to protected resources 
without the accesses  to protected resources without 
permission enforcement system. Since Android has been 
expanding its market share rapidly as the most popular 
mobile platform. Ideally, the Android permission model 
should prevent malicious applications from abusing 
sensitive resources. However, the current permission 
model could not enforce a fine-grained control over 
permission use contexts (in this paper, when we say 
context we mean the application execution context). As a 
result, malicious entities could easily abuse permissions, 
leading to the explosion of Android malware these years  
and the numerous reported application vulnerabilities. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Since Android has been expanding its 
market share rapidly as the most popular mobile platform 
this paper mainly focuses on the permission model of 
Android. Currently, the coarse-grained permission 
enforcement  mechanism is limited in the following two 
aspects. 

 

Abstract: 
            To   protect sensitive resources from unauthorized use, modern  mobile systems, such a Android and iOS, 
design a permission-based access control model. However, current model could not enforce fine-grained control 
over the dynamic permission use contexts, causing two severe security problems. First, any code package in an 
application could use the granted  permissions, inducing attackers to embed malicious payloads into benign apps. 
Second, the permissions granted to a benign application may be utilized by an attacker through vulnerable 
application interactions. Although ad hoc solutions have been proposed, none could systematically solve these 
two issues  within a unified framework. The first such framework to provide context-sensitive permission 
enforcement that regular’s permission use policies according to system-wide application contexts, which cover 
both intra-application context and inter-application context. We build a prototype system on Android , named 
FineDroid, to track such context during the applicaton execution. To flexibly regulate the context-sensitive 
permission rules, FineDroid features a policy framework that could express generic application contexts. We 
demonstrate the benefits of  FineDroid  by  instantiating several security extensions based on the policy 
framework, for three potential users: end users, administrators and developers. Furthermore, FineDroid is 
showed to introduce a minor overhead 
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 Intra-application Context Insensitive:  
 Current permission model treats each 
application as a separate principal and permissions 
are granted at the granularity of application, thus all 
the code packages in the application could access the 
protected resources with the same granted 
permissions. In fact, not all the code packages in a 
single application come from a same origin. 

 
 Inter-application Context Insensitive:  

 Application interaction is a common 
characteristic of mobile applications. However, this 
new characteristic is transparent to the current 
coarse-grained permission enforcement mechanism, 
exposing a new  attack surface, i.e., the permissions 
granted to a vulnerable application may be abused 
by an attacker application via inter-application 
communication. 
 

Given these problems, plenty of extensions have 
been proposed to refine the Android permission model. 
Context-aware permission models are proposed to support 
different permission policies according to external contexts, 
such as location, time of the day. However, these works still  
could not address the two limitations described above. There 
are also some work dedicated to reduce the risk of inter-
application communication or to isolate untrusted components 
inside an application. However, none could achieve unified 
and flexible control according to the system- wide application 
context. In this paper, we seek to fill the gap by bringing 
context-sensitive permission enforcement. We design a 
prototype, called FineDroid to provide fine-grained 
permission control over the  application context. For example, 
if app’ A is allowed to use SEND_SMS permission in the 
context C, when app A requests SEND_SMS  permission in 
another context C’, it would be treated as a different request of 
SEND_SMS permission. In FineDroid, we consider both the 
intra-application context which represents the internal 
execution context of an application, and the inter-application 
context which reflects the IPC context of interacted 
applications. It is non-trivial to track such context in Android. 

II. SYSTEM  ARCHITECTURE 

FineDroid designs several techniques to 
automatically track such contexts along with the application 
execution. To ease the administration of permission control 
policies, FineDroid also features a policy framework which is 
general enough to express the rules for handling permission 
requests in a context-sensitive manner. 
  

 

 To demonstrate the benefits of FineDroid, we create 
two security extensions for administrators and developers. 
First, since permission leak vulnerability  is very common and 
dangerous, we show how administrators could benefit from 
our system in transparently fixing these vulnerabilities without 
modifying vulnerable applications. Second, we provide 
application developers with the ability of restricting untrusted 
third-party SDK by declaring fine-grained permission 

specifications in the manifest file. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 system  architecture 

A. USER: 

 A  user is the client i.e. the person who gives the 
input data . 

B. ADMIN 

 The admin is the person who manages all the user 
accounts as well as the information of the places is also 

updated by him. 
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 To handle a permission request, the Policy Manager 
module examines all the policies in the system. 

 

D. POLICY MANAGER: 
 Permission Manager first queries Policy 
Manager to select a policy which best matches the 
current   application context.  
 

E. PERMISSION RECORD: 

  permission requests are handled by querying the 
Permission Record to grant all the permissions declared in 
the application manifest file. 

In this paper, we make the following contributions: 
 We propose context-sensitive permission enforcement 

to deal with severe security problems of mobile 
systems. Considering the characteristics of mobile 
applications, it is important and  necessary to take 
the application context into account when regulating 
permission requests. 

 We design a novel context tracking technique to track 
intra-application context and inter-application 
context during the application execution. 

 We design a new policy framework to flexibly and 
generally regulate permission requests with respect 
to the fine-grained application context. 

 We demonstrate two security extensions based on the 
context-sensitive permission enforcement system, by 
just writing policies 
and sometimes a small number of auxiliary code. 

 We evaluate the security benefits gained by the two 
security extensions and report the performance  
overhead. 
 

III. PROBLEM  DESCRIPTION 

3.1 EXISTING SYSTEM: 

In existing permission model, each application is 
treated as a separate principal, while the above analysis 
indicates that the application code may be contributed by 
multiple parties (app developers, SDK providers, repackaged 
payload, etc). Current permission enforcement mechanism is 
limited in simply applying a single security policy for the 
entire app. To  identify the leaked permissions or capabilities, 
they have developed a tool called Woodpecker. 

  Woodpecker is used to examine how the Android-
essential permission-based security model is enforced on 
current leading Android-based smart phones. 

3.1.1 DISADVANTAGE 

 Malicious entities could easily abuse  permissions. 
 Leading to the explosion of Android malware. 
 A user may wish to grant the SEND_SMS permission 

only when she clicks the “send” button but in any 
other contexts of the application. 
 

3.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

 We propose context-sensitive permission 
enforcement to deal with severe security problems of mobile 
systems. Considering the characteristics of mobile 
applications, it is important and necessary to take the 
application context into account when regulating permission 
requests.  We design a novel context tracking technique to 
track intra-application context and inter-application context 
during the application execution. Design a novel context 
tracking technique to track intra application context and inter-
application context during the application execution.  Design a 
new policy framework to flexibly and generally regulate 
permission requests with respect to the  fine-grained 
application context. Context-sensitive permission enforcement 
to deal with severe security problems of mobile systems.  

 
3.2.1 ADVANTAGES: 

 We design a new policy framework to flexibly and 
generally regulate permission requests with respect 
to the fine-grained application context. 
 

 We demonstrate three security extensions based on 
the context-sensitive permission enforcement system, 
by just writing policies and sometimes a small 
number of auxiliary Code. 

 Minor overhead  
 Seamless context tracking  
 Security benefits  

 
IV. METHODOLOGY 

 
1. Inter-application context insensitive 
2. Permission manager 
3. Policy manager 
4. Permission record 

 
 
MODULE DESCRIPTION: 
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4.1 INTER-APPLICATION CONTEXT        
INSENSITIVE: 

 Although application interaction is a common 
characteristic of mobile applications, it is transparent to the 
current coarse-grained permission enforcement mechanism, 
exposing a new attack surface, i.e., the permissions granted to 
a vulnerable application may be abused by an attacker 
application via inter-application communication. 
 

4.2  PERMISSION MANAGER: 

 To handle a permission request, the Policy Manager 
module examines all the policies in the system, and then 
Permission Manager could make a permission decision 
according to the action (e.g. allow or deny) specified in the 
match policy. Besides, our policy language is extensible for 
introducing new permission handling actions.  

4.3  POLICY MANAGER: 

 Permission Manager first queries Policy Manager to 
select a policy which best matches the current application 
context. If no policy matches, Permission Manager would fall 
back to the original permission enforcement mode. 

 To test whether a policy could match a permission 
request, Policy Manager first checks the requested permission 
and the requestor application. When both attributes match, 
Policy Manager further compares the application context. The 
application context matching is relatively slow, so we use a 
cache to remember the context matching results. If multiple 
policies are found to  match, Policy Manager would select the 
one that express the most fine-grained  application context. 
Policy Manager also supports adding and removing policies 
to/from the system, as well as registering new action types to 
extend the policy language. The next sect ion will show how 
these policies can be used to refine current permission model. 
 
4.4   PERMISSION RECORD: 

 In the original mode, permission requests are 
handled by querying the Permission Record to grant all the 
permissions declared in the application manifest file. When a 
matched policy is selected for the current permission request, 
Permission Manager just needs to follow the action (e.g. 
allow or deny) specified in the policy.  

V. CONCLUSION 

 This paper presents FineDroid, which brings 
context-sensitive permission enforcement to Android. By 
associating each permission quest with its application context, 
FineDroid provides a fine-grained permission control. The a 
pplication context in Fine-Droid covers not only intra-
application context , but also inter-application context.  To 

automatically track such application context, FineDroid 
designs a new seamless context tracking technique. FineDroid 
also features a policy frame work to flexibly regulate context-
sensitive permission rules. This paper further demonstrates 
the effectiveness of FineDroid by creating two security 
extensions upon FineDroid for administrators and application 
developers. The performance evaluation shows that the 
overhead introduced by FineDroid is minor. 
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